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Saga Press, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. In this witty,
adventurous sequel to Mothership, Elvie Nara is back on earth--but her life (including her new baby)
is still pretty out there! Irreverent humor makes this work of science fiction a comic treat (VOYA).
Pregnancy was pretty rough for Elvie Nara, what with the morning sickness, constant food
cravings, and the alien race war she found herself in the middle of. But if she thought giving birth to
an extraterrestrial s baby would be the hard part, she was sorely mistaken. After Elvie s baby is not
what was expected, the Almiri completely freak out. Suddenly Elvie s supposed allies have shipped
her--along with her father, her best friend, Ducky, and her maybe-boyfriend, boneheaded Almiri
commando Cole Archer--off to a remote retention facility (aka alien jail) in Antarctica. Talk about
cold. But things really get complicated when a new group of hybrid aliens arrive with information
that sends Elvie s world spinning. Before long, Elvie is trekking across the bottom of the Earth with a
band of friends and frenemies to uncover the secrets of her own origin. Will Elvie ever be able to
convince the...
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Reviews
Absolutely essential go through pdf. Of course, it can be enjoy, still an amazing and interesting literature. Your way of life period will be convert the instant
you comprehensive reading this article ebook.
-- K evin Q uig ley
An incredibly great ebook with lucid and perfect explanations. It is actually rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Josefina Yundt
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